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in philosophy and psychology of cognition the term bullshit is sometimes used to specifically refer to statements produced without particular concern for truth clarity or meaning
distinguishing bullshit from a deliberate manipulative lie intended to subvert the truth the meaning of bullshit is nonsense especially foolish insolent talk how to use bullshit in a sentence
bullshit definition 1 a rude word for complete nonsense or something that is not true 2 a rude word meaning to try learn more bullshit definition nonsense lies or exaggeration see examples
of bullshit used in a sentence 06 10 21 while bullshitting falls under the category of disinformation the act of intentionally spreading false information bullshit tends to fall in line with
misinformation which is in technical terms it has been defined as communications that result from little to no concern for truth evidence and or established semantic logical systemic or
empirical knowledge 2 put bullshit third person singular simple present bullshits present participle bullshitting simple past and past participle bullshitted or bullshit or rare bullshat
transitive intransitive vulgar slang to tell lies exaggerate to mislead to deceive noun �b�l��t uncountable offensive slang abbreviation especially north american english bs an offensive
word for ideas statements or beliefs that you think are silly or not true synonym nonsense that s just bullshit extra examples word origin want to learn more 1 bullshit � b�l���t noun
britannica dictionary definition of bullshit noncount informal offensive foolish or untrue words or ideas that s a load of complete pure total utter bullshit nonsense bull often used
before another noun he told some bullshit story about how he sailed around the world 2 bullshit � b�l���t verb public records search allows any title companies realtors and other
interested parties to view municipal information from a variety of bs a software applications used by that municipality this frees municipality personnel from fulfilling time consuming data
requests while offering constituents the ability to retrieve data outside of normal bullshit is designed to appeal to an audience and to hide that it is not supported by evidence or logic it
often appears in the form of cliches platitudes or business jargon that seem brandolini s law also known as the bullshit asymmetry principle is an internet adage coined in 2013 by alberto
brandolini an italian programmer that emphasizes the effort of debunking misinformation in comparison to the relative ease of creating it in the first place the law states on bullshit is a
2005 book originally a 1986 essay by american philosopher harry g frankfurt which presents a theory of bullshit that defines the concept and analyzes the applications of bullshit in the
context of communication frankfurt determines that bullshit is speech intended to persuade without regard for truth bullshit tv mini series 2024 imdb rating 7 5 10 307 your rating rate
popularity 1 600 830 drama the story of the first big biker war in denmark in the 1980s with its origins in the 1970s in christiania and amager where rootless young people try to create a
community outside the established society creators milad alami synonyms antonyms strongest matches bull crap strong matches bunk drivel gibberish guff hogwash nonsense rubbish weak
matches baloney bosh bunkum hokum hooey malarkey moonshine phooey poppycock posh discover more example sentences state sponsored bullshit and why truth matters propaganda the
manipulation of american minds and the illusion of freedom posted october 4 2020 reviewed by matt huston this important guest books on bullshit by harry frankfurt petter naessan
examines harry frankfurt s famous little book on bullshit harry frankfurt a moral philosopher starts this little book with the following observation one of the most salient features of
our culture is that there is so much bullshit new research by psychologists at the university of waterloo tested the familiar adage that you can t bullshit a bullshitter 1 to do so they
explored correlations between a scale that bullshit is often a slang verb used when writing essays to mean that you are writing things without much deep thought or care i m looking for a
more formal definition of the word bullshit i need something that means the same thing as to bullshit but for a more formal setting put simply people tend to bullshit more when they feel
pressured to have an opinion on something petrocelli simulated that pressure by creating two conditions for a thought listing task one in



bullshit wikipedia Apr 29 2024 in philosophy and psychology of cognition the term bullshit is sometimes used to specifically refer to statements produced without particular concern for
truth clarity or meaning distinguishing bullshit from a deliberate manipulative lie intended to subvert the truth
bullshit definition meaning merriam webster Mar 28 2024 the meaning of bullshit is nonsense especially foolish insolent talk how to use bullshit in a sentence
bullshit english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 27 2024 bullshit definition 1 a rude word for complete nonsense or something that is not true 2 a rude word meaning to try learn more
bullshit definition meaning dictionary com Jan 26 2024 bullshit definition nonsense lies or exaggeration see examples of bullshit used in a sentence
how to bullshit like a pro according to experts studying Dec 25 2023 06 10 21 while bullshitting falls under the category of disinformation the act of intentionally spreading false
information bullshit tends to fall in line with misinformation which is
the psychology of bullshit psychology today Nov 24 2023 in technical terms it has been defined as communications that result from little to no concern for truth evidence and or
established semantic logical systemic or empirical knowledge 2 put
bullshit wiktionary the free dictionary Oct 23 2023 bullshit third person singular simple present bullshits present participle bullshitting simple past and past participle bullshitted or
bullshit or rare bullshat transitive intransitive vulgar slang to tell lies exaggerate to mislead to deceive
bullshit noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 22 2023 noun �b�l��t uncountable offensive slang abbreviation especially north american english bs an offensive word for
ideas statements or beliefs that you think are silly or not true synonym nonsense that s just bullshit extra examples word origin want to learn more
bullshit definition meaning britannica dictionary Aug 21 2023 1 bullshit � b�l���t noun britannica dictionary definition of bullshit noncount informal offensive foolish or untrue words
or ideas that s a load of complete pure total utter bullshit nonsense bull often used before another noun he told some bullshit story about how he sailed around the world 2 bullshit �
b�l���t verb
welcome bs a online Jul 20 2023 public records search allows any title companies realtors and other interested parties to view municipal information from a variety of bs a software
applications used by that municipality this frees municipality personnel from fulfilling time consuming data requests while offering constituents the ability to retrieve data outside of
normal
bullshit is everywhere here s how to deal with it at work Jun 19 2023 bullshit is designed to appeal to an audience and to hide that it is not supported by evidence or logic it often appears
in the form of cliches platitudes or business jargon that seem
brandolini s law wikipedia May 18 2023 brandolini s law also known as the bullshit asymmetry principle is an internet adage coined in 2013 by alberto brandolini an italian programmer
that emphasizes the effort of debunking misinformation in comparison to the relative ease of creating it in the first place the law states
on bullshit wikipedia Apr 17 2023 on bullshit is a 2005 book originally a 1986 essay by american philosopher harry g frankfurt which presents a theory of bullshit that defines the
concept and analyzes the applications of bullshit in the context of communication frankfurt determines that bullshit is speech intended to persuade without regard for truth
bullshit tv mini series 2024 imdb Mar 16 2023 bullshit tv mini series 2024 imdb rating 7 5 10 307 your rating rate popularity 1 600 830 drama the story of the first big biker war in
denmark in the 1980s with its origins in the 1970s in christiania and amager where rootless young people try to create a community outside the established society creators milad alami
20 synonyms antonyms for bullshit thesaurus com Feb 15 2023 synonyms antonyms strongest matches bull crap strong matches bunk drivel gibberish guff hogwash nonsense rubbish weak
matches baloney bosh bunkum hokum hooey malarkey moonshine phooey poppycock posh discover more example sentences
state sponsored bullshit and why truth matters Jan 14 2023 state sponsored bullshit and why truth matters propaganda the manipulation of american minds and the illusion of freedom
posted october 4 2020 reviewed by matt huston this important guest
on bullshit by harry frankfurt issue 53 philosophy now Dec 13 2022 books on bullshit by harry frankfurt petter naessan examines harry frankfurt s famous little book on bullshit harry
frankfurt a moral philosopher starts this little book with the following observation one of the most salient features of our culture is that there is so much bullshit
can you bullshit a bullshitter psychology today Nov 12 2022 new research by psychologists at the university of waterloo tested the familiar adage that you can t bullshit a
bullshitter 1 to do so they explored correlations between a scale that
euphemisms what s a synonym for bull it when referring Oct 11 2022 bullshit is often a slang verb used when writing essays to mean that you are writing things without much deep thought
or care i m looking for a more formal definition of the word bullshit i need something that means the same thing as to bullshit but for a more formal setting
this study is all about what makes people bullshitters poynter Sep 10 2022 put simply people tend to bullshit more when they feel pressured to have an opinion on something petrocelli
simulated that pressure by creating two conditions for a thought listing task one in
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